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5 1 INTRODUCTION, EXAMPLE, CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
Let gE Zz3 and let C be a smooth curve of genus g defined over C. Let 
f : C+ IP’ be a trigonal covering (i.e. a morphism of degree 3) and let g: be the 
associated linear system on C. Because gr 3, C has no linear system g: 
(Clifford’s Theorem - see e.g. [5], IV Theorem 5.4) hence g: is complete. Let 
De&. 
Let n E ZzO be defined as follows: 
nD is a special divisor while (n + l)D is not a special divisor. 
We say that f (or g:) is of the n-th kind. One has that ((2.5)) 
(g- 1)/3<n<g/2. 
Let p be a total ramification point off. We say that p is of type I (resp. type 
II) if the gap sequence of p is equal to 
(1,2,4,5,..., 3n-2,3n-1,3n+1,3n+4,...,3(g-n-l)+1) (resp. 
(1,2,45, . . . . 3n-2,3n-l,3n+2,3n+5 ,..., 3(g-n-1)+2)). 
There are no other possibilities (Lemma 2.12). Let t (resp. t(D)) be the number 
of total ramification points (resp. totalramification points of type II) off. One 
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has that (Theorem 2.17) 
Ost(ll)r3n-g+ 1 and t(ll)rtlg+2. 
The main results of this paper are the following (Theorems (3.4), (3.5), (4.1) 
and (5.1)). Let {a,a)cZ with Osa<3n-g+ 1 and a<a<g+2. There exists 
a couple (C,f) as above with t=a and t(H) = o if and only if one of the 
following possibilities hold: 
1) n#g/2, a=g+2 and a=3n-g+ 1, 
2) n#g/2 and a<2n+3-a, 
3) n=g/2 and a=O. 
In particular, this paper gives a complete answer to the questions raised at the 
end of T. Kato’s paper [8] (see Remark 4.2). 
EXAMPLE 
We give a discussion of the results of this paper in the case g = 3. It is not 
necessary to treat this case separately but we have a nice geometrical description 
of the linear systems g& on such a curve, so I think it is worthwhile to mention 
it separately as an example for the rest of the paper. 
A trigonal curve C of genus 3 is not hyperelliptic, hence the canonical map 
of C is an embedding. Therefore C can be identified (which we do) with a 
smooth plane quartic curve. The gap sequence of a Weierstrass point p on C 
is equal to (1,2,4) or (1,2,5). Let p be a Weierstrass point on C and let T be 
the tangent line to C at p. If the gap sequence of p is equal to (1,2,4) then 
i(C, T,p) k 3 and we say that p is an ordinary flex of C. In this case, there exists 
q E C with q fp such that q + 3p is a canonical divisor on C. If the gap sequence 
of p is equal to (1,2,5) then i(C, T,p) = 4 and we say that p is a hyperflex of 
C. In this case, 4p is a canonical divisor. In [15] an intensive study is made 
concerning the classification of smooth, plane quartic curves’ with a given 
number of hyperflexes. 
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Fig. 1. 
hyperflex 
Let q be a point on C. Then 
L(q)= (L.C-q:L is a line on iP2 through q} 
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is a linear system gi on C which gives rise to a trigonal covering f: C-t P’ 
(projection with center 4). 
Fig. 2. 
From the Theorem of Riemann-Roth, it follows that each trigonal covering 
g: C+ P’ can be obtained in this way, hence for each linear system gi on C, 
there exists q E C such that g: = L(q). 
Let f : C-+ P’ be a trigonal covering associated to the linear system L(q) with 
q E C. A point x E C is a total ramification point of f if L. C- q = 3x with 
L = (q,x) . In particular i(L, C;x) 2 3, hence x is a flex of C. One has that 
i(L, C;x) = 3 if and only if x# q 
if and only if x is an ordinary flex 
and 
i(L, C;x) = 4 if and only if x= q 
if and only if x is a hyperflex. 
In our terminology, 
x is a total ramification point of type I 
if and only if x # q 
and 
x is a total ramification point of type II 
if and only if x= q. 
In particular, t(U) 5 1. Also, because of Hurwitz’ Theorem, t 55. 
In this case, Theorem 3.5 says that 
t = 5 implies t(U) = 1. 
In terms of the smooth plane quartic curve C, this means that the following 
sketched situation does not occur. 
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Fig. 3. 
In this case, Theorem 4.1 says that 
t = 4 implies t(U) = 0. 
In terms of the smooth plane quartic curve C, this means that the following 
sketched situation does not occur. 
Fig. 4. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is quite long, therefore I include a proof for this 
particular case, which is easy. 
Let R,, the ramification divisor of &, be equal to 
2P,+2P,+2P,+2P4+Q,+Q, 
with 2Qi + Q; and 2Q2 + Q; elements of (g:), [the associated linear system]. 
Assume that t(U) = 1, which would imply that q E {PI, P2, P3, P4}. We can 
assume that q = P, . Because of the Theorem of Zeuthen-Hurwitz one has that, 
for DE (gi), and because D + q is a canonical divisor, 
D+q- -2D+2P,+2P,+2P,+Q,+Qz+2q 
hence 
(*I 3D-q+2P,+2P,+2P4+Q,+Q,. 
Adding (Pz + P3 + P4) in both terms of (*), one obtains 
Pz+P,+P,-q+Ql+Qz 
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because D - 3Pz - 3P, - 3P,. In (*) this gives 
3D-3q+3&,+3Q, 
hence because D - 3q, one obtains 
(**I 2D-3Q,+3Q,. 
Adding Q[ + Q; in both terms of (**) gives us 
Q;+Q;.-Ql+Qz 
because D- 2Q, + Q; - 2Q2 + Q;. Hence dim(lQi + Q2j)2 1, i.e. C would be 
hyperelliptic - which is not true. Hence t(U) =O. This completes the proof 
Theorem 4.1 for the case g = 3. 
In this case, Theorem 5.1 says: 
Let 0 5 Q I 4. There exists a trigonal covering f : C-+ ip’ with C a 
smooth curve of genus 3 such that t = a and t(ZZ) = 0. Let 1 I a I 3. 
There exists a trigonal covering f : C-+ Ip’ with C a smooth curve of 
genus 3 such that t = a and t(ZZ) = 1. 
The proofs of Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 4.1 are based on the Theorem of 
Zeuthen-Hurwitz. The proof of Theorem 5.1 makes use of the results of Q 3 and 
$ 4. It also uses the “intersection-dimension formula”. 
If X is a smooth irreducible quasi-projective space of dimension n and 
if A and B are irreducible locally closed subsets of X of dimension 
resp. a and b, then, if 2 is an irreducible component of A nB, one has 
dim(Z)ra+b-n 
(see e.g. [14], Proposition 3.28). 
CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let Ip” be the n-dimensional projective space over the field G of the complex 
numbers. A projective set is a Zariski-closed subset of some projective space 
Ip”. A quasi-projective set is a Zariski-open subset of some projective set. 
By a smooth curve we mean an irreducible regular one-dimensional quasi- 
projective set (a curve need not be complete *). Let S be a quasi-projective set. 
Then 
lP!j:=P”xS 
is called the n-dimensional projective space defined over S. A projective S-space 
is a Zariski-closed subset of some projective space lPi. A quasi-projective 
S-space is a Zariski-open subset of some projective S-space. If XC lP$ is a 
quasi-projective S-space and if f : X+S is the restriction to X of the projection 
morphism of Ipt on S, then we also say that f :X-+S is a quasi-projective 
S-space. 
* Erratum: unless the curve is denoted by C. 
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If f :X+S and g: Y-+S are quasi-projective S-spaces then a morphism 
h :X-+ Y is called an S-morphism if gob =f. If s E S then we write h, to 
designate the morphism f -l(s)--+g-l(s) induced by h. If F is an Ox-Module 
and SE S then we write F(s) for the inverse image of F under the closed 
immersion f -l(s) CX as defined in [5], p. 110. If F is an 0,Module on some 
quasi-projective set X and if SEX then we write F(s) for the inverse image of 
F under the closed immersion (s} CX. It is a C-vectorspace. 
If X is a quasi-projective set and if F is a coherent OxModule, then we write 
h’(F) to designate dimc(H’(X,F)). Let C be a smooth curve. Let L be an 
invertible sheaf on C and let D be a divisor on C. We write Z(L), Z(D), i(L) and 
i(D) instead of ho(L), h’(O,(D)), h’(L) and h’(O,(D)). Let gi be a linear 
system on C and let E E 6. Let k~ Z. We write Z(kgi+D) and i(kgi+D) 
instead of I(kE + D) and i(kE + 0). If g is some linear system and D some divisor 
then we write g + D to denote {E+ D : E E g} and if g’ is also some linear system 
then we write g + g’ to denote {E + E’: E E g and E’ E g’}. We use the symbol - 
to denote linear equivalence. We also write 6-D instead of E-D, and 
similar “abus de langage”. If D is an effective divisor, then 
We write Kc to denote some canonical divisor on C. 
Let X= Spec(A) be an affine set and let M be an A-module. We write I@ for 
the associated Ox-Module (see [5], p. 110). If Xis a quasi-projective set then 
we write TX for the tangent sheaf on X. If XEX then we write T,, instead of 
T,(x). 
5 2 THE TOTAL RAMIFICATION POINTS OF A TRIGONAL COVERING OF IP’ 
Let C be a smooth curve of genus g (assume that gr 3) and let f: C-+ iP’ be 
a morphism of degree 3. Let g: be the associated linear system on C. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A point p on C is a total ramification point off if the rami- 
fication index off at p is equal to 3 (see [5], p. 299). 
Let R be the ramification divisor off (see [5], p. 301). One has 
p is a total ramification point off 
if and only if 
R-2~20. 
Because of Hurwitz’ Theorem (see [5], p. 301), one has that 
(2.1) deg(R) = 2g + 4. 
NOTATION 2.2. We write t(j) to denote the number of total ramification 
points off. We also use the notation t(gi). If there is no confusion, we only 
write t. 
Because of Hurwitz’ Theorem (see (2.1)), one has that 
(2.2) Olt(f)lg+2. 
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LEMMA 2.3. For kEZ,, one has that I(kgi)r k+ 1. If n E Z, i such that 
I(ng:)>n+ 1 then l(kg:)>k+l for each kgZ,,. 
PROOF. For keZzl, the linear system lkgi( has no fixed points, hence 
dim(lkgi()> dim(((k- l)g:l), which proves the lemma because Z(Og$ = 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. If n~‘Z,i such that Z(ng:) = n + 1, then Iz <g/2. 
PROOF. Because of the Theorem of Riemann-Roth, one has that i(ngi)= 
= g - 2n, which proves the lemma because i(ngi) 2 0. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let IZ E Z, i such that I(ng:) = n + 1 and I((n + l)gi) > n + 2. 
Because of Lemma 2.4 such a number n exists and because of Lemma 2.3 it is 
unique. We say that g: (or f) is of the n-th kind. If necessary, we write n(j) 
(or n(d)). 
The number 2n - 1 is the “specie” of g: as defined by A. Maroni in [ll]. 
Clearly I((n + l)gi) 5 I(ngi) + 3 because of the Theorem of Riemann-Roth. To 
be more precisely the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let kE Z,, such that I(kg$ > l((k- l)g:) + 1. One has that 
Z((k+ l)g:)> I(kg$ + 1. Moreover, I((k+ l)g$ = E(kg$ + 3 if and only if Ikgil is 
not special. 
PROOF. (I think that Lemma 2.6 is clear. Originally, I used linear systems to 
prove it, but the proof I give here is clearer and is given by the referee.) 
Let D=P1+Pz+PsEg: and let 
L(kD)= (FE k(C):(F)+ kDr0). 
If /(kg:) > I((k - l)g$ + 1, then we can choose g, h E L(kD) such that g, fi are 
C-linearly independent elements of L(kD)/L((k- 1)D). Let { 1, f> be a C-base 
of L(D). One has that 
cf)=D’-D 
where D’ is some effective divisor with Supp(D’) O Supp(D) = 0. Thenfg andfh 
are elements of L((k + 1)D). We prove that fg andfh are C-linearly independent 
elements of L((k+ l)D)/L(kD), from which it follows that 
l((k+ l)g:)>Z(kg;)+ 1. 
Assume that there exists a, b E C such that 
afg + bfh e L(kD). 
It follows that 
Cf)+(ag+bh)+kDrO 
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SO 
D’+(ag+bh)+(k- l)Dz-0 
hence 
ag+ bh EL((k- 1)D). 
This is a contradiction to the fact that g and fi are @-linearly independent 
elements of L(kD)/L((k - 1)D) unless a = b = 0. Hence 5 and fh and C-linearly 
independent elements of L((k + l)D)/L(kD). 
Next, assume that I((k + l)g:) = Z(kgi) + 3. In the same way as we did before, 
one can prove that I((m + l)g:)> I(mg:) + 3 for each rnz k. In particular, 
i((m + l)gi) 1 i(mgi) for each m 2 k. But for 3m >2g - 2, one has that 
i(mg$ = 0, hence i(kgi) = 0, i.e. kg! is not special. 
COROLLARY 2.7. If gi is of the n-th kind and if k E Z, i such that (n + k - I)gi 
is special, then 
(2.3) l((n + k)g$ = n + 1 + 2k. 
REMARK 2.8. If n = n(g& then ng: is not special if and only if n =g/2. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let n =n(g$ and assume that n#g/2. Let kEZ,, .‘The 
linear system (n + k)g$ is special if and only if ksg - 2n - 1. 
PROOF. Of course, (n -t k)gi is special if and only if i((n + k)gi) I 1. Assume 
that (n + k’)gi is special for 01 k’< k. In particular, (n + k- l)g: is special. 
Hence, because of Corollary 2.7, /((n + k)gl) = n + 1 + 2k and because of the 
Theorem of Riemann-Roth, one has that i((n + k)g:) = g - 2n - k. It follows 
that (n + k)gi is special if and only if k I g - 2n - 1. 
NOTATION 2.10. Let n =n(g$ and assume that n #g/2. We write m(g:) (or 
mdf) or m if there is no confusion) for the number m defined by 
(2.4) m=g-n-l. 
In particular rngi is special, while (m + l)gi is not special. Because of 
Corollary 2.7, one has 
i(mg$ = 1. 
COROLLARY 2.11. n(g;)Z(g-1)/3. 
PROOF. If n(gi) =g/2, then it is clear. Assume that n#g/2. One has that 
/KC-- mg$ #0, hence deg(&) - 3m I 0. Hence, 3n rg - 1, which proves the 
corollary. 
Let n = n(gi). From Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.11, it follows that 
(2.5) (g- 1)/35nsg/2. 
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This is in agreement with the result in [l 11, p. 342. 
Let P be a point on C. We say that n E Z rO is a gap of P if P is a fixed point 
of InPI. Hence, 12 is a gap of P if I((n - l)P) = l(nP). Moreover, if n is not a 
gap of P, then l(nP) = I((n - l)P) + 1. If II > 2g - 1 then, because of the Theorem 
of Riemann-Roth, n is not a gap of P. Also 0 is not a gap of P and P has exactly 
g gaps. Let {ni, . . . . ns,} be the set of the gaps of P with n, <n2 < . . . <n,. We 
call (ni, . . . . n,) the gap sequence of P. If (ni, . . . , ns) # (1, . . . , g) then we say that 
P is a Weierstrass point of C. (See e.g. [3], III.5 for a more detailed treatment 
of this subject.) 
Assume that P is a total ramification point off. Because 13P I= gi has no 
fixed points, 3 is not a gap of P. Because 43P) = 2, both 1 and 2 are gaps of 
P. Let a~Z,r. Because /3aPl contains agi, the linear system 13aPI has 
no fixed points and therefore 3a is not a gap of P. Let n =nCf). Because 
Z(ng$ = n + 1, the gap sequence of P starts with (1,2,4,5, . . . ,3n - 2,372 - 1). 
This is equal to the gap sequence of P if and only if y1 =g/2. Assume that 
IZ #g/2. Because 1(3(n + l)P) > Z(3nP) + 1, the integers 3n + 1 and 3n + 2 can’t be 
both gaps of P. Assume that neither 3n+ 1 nor 3n +2 are gaps of P. Then 
1(3(n + l)P) = I((n + l)g:) = 43nP) + 3 = I(ng:) + 3. Hence, because of Lemma 
2.6, ng: is not special and therefore, because of Remark 2.8, n =g/2 - which 
we assumed not to be true. Hence there exists E E { 1,2} such that 3n + E is a gap 
of P. If {~,~‘}={1,2}, then 3n+e’is not a gap of P. 
LEMMA 2.12. The gap sequence of P is equal to 
(1,2,4,5,..., 3n-2,3n- 1,3n+~, . . . . 3&--n- l)+e). 
PROOF. Because 3n + E’ is not a gap of P, the linear system l(3n + E’)P I has no 
fixed points. Let kcz:Z,,. Then l(3(n +k)+&‘)PI contains ](3n+~‘)Pj +kg: 
and therefore it has no fixed points. Hence 3(n+k) SE’ is not a gap of P. 
Because P has g gaps, this proves the lemma. 
DEFINITION 2.13. We say that P is a total ramification point of type I if E = 1 
and we say that P is a total ramification point of type II if E = 2. 
The fact that - for a given linear system gi - there exist only two possi- 
bilities for the gap sequence of a total ramification point of a morphism f 
associated to gi, is in agreement with [8], Theorem 5. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Assume that n #g/2. Let P be a total ramification point 
off. Then, P is of type II if and only if P is a fixed point of I&--mgil. 
PROOF. Because of Lemma 2.12, P is of type II if and only if 3m + 1 is not 
a gap of P. Hence P is of type II if and only if 1((3m + l)P) = 1(3mP) + 1, or 
i((3m + l)P) = i(3mP). This is equivalent to saying that P is a fixed point of 
I&- wil. 
REMARK 2.15. Assume that n#g/2. If P is a total ramification point off, 
then IKc- rngi -2P\= 0. Indeed, because of (1.3) one has that i(mgi) = 1, 
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hence if IKc - mgl - 2P I# 0, then i(mgl) = i(mgi + P) = i(mg: + 2P) and 
because of the Theorem of Riemann-Roth Z((3m + 2)P) = Z((3m + 1)P) + 1 and 
f((3m + l)P) = l(3mP) + 1. Hence Z((3m + 3)P) = Z((m + l)g:) = Z(mgi) + 3, which 
is a contradiction to Lemma 2.6 (indeed mgi is special - see Notation 2.10). 
NOTATION 2.16. We write t(ZZ)df) to denote the number of total ramification 
points of type II off. We also use the notation t(ZZ)(g$ or simply t(ZZ) if there 
is no confusion. 
THEOREM 2.17. t(ZZ)53n-g+ 1. 
PROOF. Because of Proposition 2.14, one has that t(ZZ)rdeg(Kc- mg:). 
Using (2.4) one obtains the inequality which has to be proved. 
COROLLARY 2.18. If n = (g - 1)/3, then each total ramification point off is of 
type I. 
0 3 TRIGONAL COVERINGS OF IF" WITH ONLY TOTAL RAMIFICATION POINTS 
In this section we assume that t =g+ 2 (i.e. f has only total ramification 
points). Let y1 be an integer between (g- 1)/3 and g/2. In this section we prove 
that there exists a smooth curve C of genus g with a linear system g: on C of 
the n-th kind such that t(g:) =g+ 2. Assume that n #g/2. Then we prove that 
t = g + 2 implies t(ZZ) = 3n -g + 1 (i.e. t(ZZ) is as large as possible). At first, we 
give some results concerning cyclic trigonal coverings of IP’. 
REMARK 3.1. Assume that n #g/2. If t = g + 2, then t(ZZ) < t - t(ZZ). 
DEFINITION 3.2. We say that f: C+ fP” is a cyclic trigonal covering of Ip’ if 
there exists an automorphism 4 of C of order 3 such that the natural projection 
rc:C--+C/(@) (see e.g. [3], 111.7.8) is isomorphic to the morphism f :C-tlP’. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f: C-+Ip’ be a trigonal covering of the n-th kind. 
Then, t(f) =g + 2 and if n #g/2, then t(ZZ)(f) = 3n -g + 1. 
PROOF. The first statement holds because 3 is a prime number and therefore, 
the ramification points off are the fixed points of @ - in particular, they are 
total ramification points. 
Assume that n #g/2 and let 
(see Notation 2.10). Because @ *(g$ =g: and @*(Kc--Kc, one has that 
@ *(E) = E. There exists no DE g: such that E- Dk 0 (because dim(lEl) = 0), 
hence each PE Supp(E) is a total ramification point off. From Proposition 
2.14, it follows that 
t(ZZ) = # (Supp(E)). 
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Because of Remark 2.15, # (Supp(E)) = deg(E), hence t(ZZ) = 3n - g + 1. This 
finishes the proof of the proposition. 
Let P be a fixed point of @. There exists a complex coordinate neighbourhood 
of the point P on the Riemann surface C with local coordinate z such that, 
locally, 0 is given by G(Z) =e2rtik’3 z with k~ {1,2) (see [3], 111.7.7). We say 
that P has rotation number k (notation: r(P)= k). The action of @ on 
H’(C,Q&) - the Gvectorspace of regular differential forms on C - is linear 
and can be diagonalized (see [3], V.2). Let @at, . . . , a& be the g x g-matrix 
which (i, j)-th component atj is given by 
Ui,j'O if i#j 
ai,i=ai for 15i5g. 
It is not difficult to prove (see e.g. [lo], Theorem 5) that the action of 4 on 
H”(C, Q&) can be given by 
Wb . . ..a.) 
with 
a, = eWW3) 
I 
if P is a fixed point of @ with r(P) = k and with gap sequence (n,, . . . , ns). Let 
s1 (resp. s2) be the dimension of the eigenspace with eigenvalue e2ni’3 (resp. 
e4ni’3) of the action of 4 on ZZ’(C, sZ&). Let y1= nCf). Let kE (Z,ZZ} and 
I E (1,2). The existence of a total ramification point P of type k with r(P) = 1 
gives rise to values for sr and s2 as indicated in the following table. 
k I Sl s2 
Z 1 g-n n 
Z 2 n g-n 
zz 1 n g-n 
zz 2 g-n n 
Let t(1) (resp. t(2)) be the number of fixed points P of @ with r(P) = 1 (resp. 
r(P)=2). Because of the table, one has that {t(Z), t(ZZ)} = {t(l), t(2)) hence, 
because of Remark 3.1, t(ZZ) = min({ t(l), t(2))). The next construction can be 
found in a more general context in [9], Lemma 2.6. Let 0 I Q 5 (g + 2)/2 with 
e+g+2=0 (mod 3). Let P,,...,Pg+2 be g + 2 different points on P1 and let D 
be an effective divisor on IP’ of degree (g+ Q + 2)/3 such that Supp(D) fl 
n{pl,..., Pg+2} =0. Let ZE a)@“) =K - the function field of Ip’ - such that 
(z)=~P,+...+~P,+P,+,+...+P,+,-30. 
Then K(z~‘~) is the function field of a smooth curve C of genus g and 
6: K(z”~)+K(z”~), the K-automorphism defined by $(z~‘~) = e2ni’3z1’3 gives 
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rise to an automorphism @ : C+ C of order 3 such that the projection morphism 
rc : C+C/<@> is isomorphic to the morphism f : C+ IP’ obtained by the in- 
clusion KCK(Z”~). Moreover, Pi is a fixed point of @ with rotation number 2 
(resp. 1) if 1 sise (resp. Q+ 1 sisg+2). (For a detailed proof, see I. Kuri- 
bayashi’s paper [9].) In particular, we have that 
t(zz) = @ .
Therefore, because of Proposition 3.3, we can conclude that 
n=(g- 1+&/3. 
Because 01 Q I (g + 2)/2, we conclude that we constructed a cyclic trigonal 
covering f : C+ fP’ with g(C) = g and with n(J) = n being an integer between 
(g- 1)/3 and g/2. Hence we proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let gEZ,, and let xi, ...,x,+z be g+2 different points on IP’. 
Let n E Z with (g- 1)/3 I n sg/2. There exists a cyclic trigonal covering 
f: C-* Ip’ with nCf) = n and g(C) = g which ramifies above each point xi. 
REMARK 3.4’. The following remarks are an account of the referee’s report. 
A cyclic trigonal covering of genus g of Ip’ can be described by means of an 
equation 
c*j Y3’ ifIl (x--ail jh, e--PjY 
where oi,bj are distinct complex numbers and S, t E Z,c with s+ 2t = 0 (mod 3j 
and g=s+ t - 2 (hence there is no branching over 00) and t <s. One sees that 
t(l)=s and t(2)=t 
hence 
t(zz) = t 
i.e. the ramification points above pj are of type II while those above oi are of 
type I. Because of Proposition 3.3, one has that n, the kind of the covering is 
given by 
t=3n-g+ 1 or n=(2t+s-3)/3. 
The referee remarked that in order to prove Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 
one could also start from (*) and use an explicite base of W”(C, G$.) (some- 
thing like VII.3.1 in [3]) after making a change of coordinates of Ip’ such that 
some ai or pj becomes 0. 
It seems to follow from the computations in [8] that each trigonal covering 
f : C-+ Ip’ with t(f) = g + 2 is cyclic. In particular, because of Proposition 3.3, 
t(f) = g + 2 implies t(ZZ)Cf) = 3n -g + 1. In the proof of the next theorem we do 
not use Kato’s results - in particular we do not use that t(f) = g + 2 implies 
“f is cyclic”. (From T. Kato’s computations it follows that t =g+ 2 implies 
t(ZZ) = 3n -g + 1. We give another - perhaps clearer - proof.) 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let f: C-t Tp’ be a trigonal covering of the n-th kind with 
t(j) = g + 2. Assume that n #g/2. Then @l)(j) = 3n -g + 1. 
PROOF. Let g: be the linear system associated to f. Let m =g - II - 1 and let 
{E} =\K,--rng:l (Notation 2.10). Let {Pl,...,Pgc2} be the set of the 
ramification points of f. Assume that Q E Supp(E) \ {P,, ...,Pg+z}. Let 
De=Q+Q’+Q”Eg:. One has that 
(3.1) Q#Q’#Q”#Q. 
(Each ramification point off is a total one because tdf) = g + 2!) We are going 
to prove that E-De> 0, which is a contradiction to dim(lEl) = 0. The defi- 
nition of E gives 
(3.2) KC--mg:+E. 
Because of the Theorem of Zeuthen-Hurwitz (see e.g. [5], Chapter IV, Propo- 
sition 2.3), one has that 
(3.3) KC- -2g:+2R 
with R=P,+...+P,+,. Because of (3.2) and (3.3) one has that 
(3.4) (m+2)g&+E-2R. 
Onehasthatm+2=g-n+l<g+2. AddingP,+...+P,+,inbothtermsof 
(3.4) and using that 3(P, + . . . + P, +2) - (m + 2)g:, one obtains that 
(3.5) E+P1+...+P,+2-2(P,+3+ ...+Pg+2). 
Adding 2E in both terms of (3.4), one obtains 
(3.6) (m+2)g:+3E-2(E+P1+...+P,+,)+2(P,+,+...+P,+,). 
Using (3.5) and the fact that 6(P, + s + . . . + Pg + J - 2(g - m)g:, this gives us 
(3.7) 3E-(2g-3m-2)g:. 
Because IZ I (g- 1)/2, one has that 2g- 3m - 21n, hence there exists 
Q’ 1, -a., D,,-3m-2)~gl such that 
(3.8) 3E=D,+...+D,,_,,-,. 
(Indeed, dim( I(2g - 3m - 2)gi /) = 2g - 3m - 2 (definition of n) hence 
1(2g - 3m - 2)g:I = (2g - 3m - 2)gi .) Because Q E Supp(E), there exists 15 is 
5 2g - 3m - 2 such that Di = D,. Hence {Q, Q’, Q”} C Supp(E) and because of 
(3.1) Er Dg, which is impossible. 
It follows that Supp(E) c {PI, . . . , Pge2]. Because of Remark 2.15, we obtain 
that # (Supp(E)) = deg(E) = 3n -g + 1 and because of Proposition 2.14, we 
conclude that t(D)(j) = 3n - g + 1. 
5 4NON-EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let C be a smooth curve of genus g and let f : C-+ Ip’ be a 
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trigonal covering of the n-th kind with n #g/2. Let o~Z,c with Olar 
<3n-g+l. If tCf)>2n+3-a with t(U)df)ra, then tCf)=g+2 and t(U)= 
=3n-g+ 1. 
PROOF. Let gl be the linear system on C associated to f. Let t =tdf) and 
t(U) = t(U)(j). Assume that 
(4 t?2n+3-a and t(ll)=a. 
It follows from Theorem 3.5 that t = g + 2 implies that o = 3n -g + 1. Assume 
that 
(4.1) t#g+2. 
Let (Pi, . . . . Pt} be the set of the total ramification points off. Assume that Pi 
for llila is of type II. Let m=g-n-l and let {E}=IKc-rngil. In 
particular, 
(4.2) dim(lEl) = 0 
(Notation 2.10). Because of Proposition 2.14, we have that 
Pi E Supp(E) if and only if 15 is cr. 
Let {T,, . . . . T2g+4-2t } be the set of the ramification points off of index 2. For 
1 ris2g+4-2t, let T; be the point of C defined by 
(4.3) 2Ti+ T+g;. 
(Remember that T#T,! for lsir2g+4-2t.) Let QEZ with 0<@12g+4-2t 
be defined by 
Ti E Supp(E) if and only if 1 I ire. 
(Of course, we have to rearrange the points 7;: if necessary.) 
The divisor E-2Pi for 1 <isa is not effective because of Remark 2.15 and 
also E - 27;: for 15 i I Q is not effective because of a similar reasoning as used 
in Remark 2.15. Let 
(4.4) z=3n-g+l-(a+@) 
and let 
(4.5) E=P,+...+P,+T,+...+T,+Q,+...+Q,. 
One has that 
(4.6) {Q,, . . . . Q,>n{Pl,...,Pt, T,, . . . . Tzg+ut) =0. 
Because Kc - mgi + E and because of the Theorem of Zeuthen-Hurwitz (see 
e.g. [5], Chapter IV Proposition 2.3), one has that 
(4.7) 
(m+2)g;+P1+...+P,+T,+...+T,+Q1+...+Q,- 
-2P,+ . ..+2P.+ T,+...+ T2g+4-21. 
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Let D’EZ with O~o’z~o. Notice that tzm+3 because tz2n+3--a and 
oi3n--gfl and also alm+2=g--n+l because o<3n-g+l and 
3n-g+l<g-n+l because (2.5). If o’#O, addingP,,+r+...+P,+, in both 
terms of (4.7) and using 3(P,,+ i + . . . + Pm+3) - (m + 3 - o’)g:, we obtain that 
i 
(o’-l)g:+2P,r+1+...+2P,+P,+,+...+P,+3+Q,+...+Q,- 
(4.8) 
-PP1+...+P,>+2P,+4+...+2P,+TT,+1+...+T2g+4-21. 
If o’= 0, we obtain, by adding P, + . . . + Pm+2 in both terms of (4.7), that 
(4.8’) 
-2Pm+3+ . . . +2P,+ Te+l+ . ..+ T2g+4-2t. 
In (4.8) and (4.8’), let De be the divisor on the right side of - . It follows that 
(4.9) dim(lDel)ro’ if a’+0 
(4.9’) dim(/D,$r 1 if o’=O. 
For m+4sist one has that 
g:+(Do-iPi)+P,+4+...+Pj-1CIDo+P,+4+...+Pj/, 
hence Pi is not a fixed point of ID0 + P,,,+4 + . . . + Pi]. It follows that 
(4.10) dim((D,,-tP,+4+...+P,I)=dim(lD01)+t-m-3. 
If a’=O, one even has 
(4.11) dim(/DO+P,+s+...+Pt))=dim(lDol)+t-m-2. 
Moreover, if a’#O, one has that 
c 
Do+P,+4+...+PtE 
(4.12) 
EI(t-m-3)g~+P,+...+P,r+T,+1+...+T2g+4-2t/ 
and if o’ = 0, one has that 
(4.12’) Do+P,+3+...+PtEI(t-m-2)g:+T,+,+...+T2g+4-2fI. 
Because of (4.9), (4.9’), (4.10) and (4.11) one obtains that 
(4.13) 
1 
dim(l(t-m-3)g&+P,+...+P,l+T,+,+...+T2g-4-&2 
2o’+t-m-3 
if a’#O, and if G’= 0, then 
(4.13’) dim(~(t-m-2)g~+T,+1+...+T~,+,-~,~)~t-m-1. 
Assume that there exists a’#0 with 
(4.14) dim(l(t-m-,3)g:+P1+...+P,#>t-m-3. 
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Because Pi is not a fixed point of 
J(t-m-3)g:+3P,+...+3Pi+Pi+l+...+P,’I, 
it follows that 
(4.15) dim(l(t-m-3+a’)gil)>t-m-3+0’. 
From Lemma 2.3 and Definition 2.5, it follows that 
(4.16) t-m-3+o’>n 
hence, if o’#O, then (4.14) implies that 
(4.17) t>g+2-a’. 
Also, because of (4.1), we have that 
(4.18) dim(l(t-m-2)giI)=t-m-2. 
Indeed, otherwise t-m-2>n, hence t>n+m-2=g+l. 
Let o’#O and assume that t ~g + 2 - cr’. Because of (4.17), one has that (4.14) 
does not hold, hence 
(4.19) dim(j(t-m-3)g:+Pi+...+P,,I)=t-m-3. 
Because of (4.12) and (4.13), one has that 
(4.20) i(D,+P,+,+...+P,)2g-2n+@ 
hence Do+Pm+4+... + Pt is special because II 5 (g- 1)/2 ((2.5) and it is as- 
sumed that 12 #g/2). Using (4.12), (4.13) and (4.19), it follows that there exists 
iEZ withQ+l<i<2g+5-2t-o’such that 
7;: is a fixed point of 
Let L~IKc-((t-m-3)g~+P1+...+P,~+T,+,+...+Tj-1)~. Because 
Kc- mgi + E, one obtains that 
(4.21) 
LEl(2m-t+3)g;+P,,+,+...+P,+T,+...+T,+ 
+Q1 + . . . +QT-Te+,-...-Tj-& 
One has that i-l-@<2m--t+3 if t<2m+4+Q-i. This is true if t>2n- 
-o/+3 because is2g-h5-2t-cf. Therefore, assume that t 2 2n - 0’ + 3. 
Then, because of (4.3), 
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one obtains from (4.21) that 
(4.22) 
1 
LEl(2m-t+4-i+@)g:+T,+...+Tje1+ 
+T;+l+...+T;-I+P,r+l+...+P,+Q1+...+Q,/. 
It follows that Ti is not a fixed point of ILI. Hence, the assumption 
t z 2n - o’+ 3 gives a contradiction and therefore 
(4.23) t<2n+3-a’if tsg+2-a’. 
Assume that o#O. We proved that, for each 15 0’1 o, one of the following 
two inequalities hold 
a) t>g+2-a’; 
p) t<2?2+3-a’. 
We are going to prove - by means of induction - that /I always holds. 
Let o’= 1. Because of (4. l), we have that t 5=-g + 2 - o’, hence a does not hold. 
This proves that fi holds for c/= 1. (In the case cr = 1, the proof is already 
finished. So, for the rest of this induction proof, assume that cr> 1.) 
Assume that j3 holds for some 1 I o. < 6. We are going to prove that p holds 
for oo+ 1. Because of the induction hypothesis, we have that 
(4.24) t<2n+3-oo. 
In Lemma 2.4, we proved that y1 sg/2 and in the statement of the theorem we 
assumed that n #g/2, hence n<(g- 1)/2. Because of (4.24) we obtain that 
t<g+2-oo=g+3-(oo+l). Hence a does not hold for o,+l, therefore P 
holds for ao+ 1. 
It follows that 0 also holds for o, i.e. t < 2n + 3 - o. This is a contradiction 
to (A). 
Assume that o=O. Because of (4.12’) and (4.13’), one has that 
(4.25) i(D,+P,+,+ . . . +P,)z2m+ 1 -g+e. 
Hence Do+P,+3+... + Pt is special if n 5 (g - 2)/2. 
Assume that 12 i (g-2)/2. Because of (4.12’), (4.13’) and (4.18) there exists 
Q+ l<ir2g+4-2t such that 
Ti is a fixed point of 
lK,-((t-m-2)g:+T,+1+...+Tj-1)(. 
Let L~IK~-((t-m-2)g:+T,+~+...+Ti-~)l. Reasoning as before, one 
obtains that 
LE~(2m-t+3-i+Q)g:+z-~+...+Tj:_~+T;+1+...+T;-,+ 
+P, + . . . +P,+Q,+...+Q,I 
and 2m - t + 3 - i + Q 10 if t 2 2n + 3. This is true because of (A). It follows that 
Ti is not a fixed point of IL I, hence we obtain a contradiction. This proves that 
(4.18) - and therefore (4.1) - does not hold. 
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Finally, let n = (g- 1)/2 and cr = 0. Then there is nothing to prove. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK 4.2. At the end of Kato’s paper [8] it is remarked that for t =g+ 1 
one has only one of the following cases 
g is even and n =g/2 (in which case there is only one type of gap 
sequence - see our Lemma 2.12); 
g is odd and n = (g - 1)/2 and each total ramification point is of type I. 
(One has to do some boring work to go from the terminology used in [8] to 
ours.) This is proved using an explicite equation for trigonal coverings (see 
Lemma 2 in [S]). This result is a special case of our Theorem 4.1. Namely, 
t = g + 1 and let t(l1) = a. Because of our Theorem, 
g+1<2n+3-a 
hence 
n>(g-2)/2+a. 
But also n1g/2 (see (2.5)). Hence, if g is even, then n =g/2 and a= 0 (there 
is only one type). If g is odd, then a= 0 and n = (g- 1)/2. Also Kato asks 
whether there exist such curves. Of course, there exist trigonal curves of genus 
g with t=g+ 1. 
It is clear that Theorem 4.1 is much more general then Kato’s result and I 
don’t see how to prove this theorem starting from Lemma 2 in [S]. The question 
whether the possibilities not excluded by our Theorem 4.1 are possible seems 
much more difficult then the question for the case t = g -I- 1. Let me give this 
question for t = g. 
Let t =g and t(U) = a. Because of Theorem 4.1 
g<2n+3-a 
hence 
n>(g-3)/2+a. 
If g is even, then we have two possibilities, i.e. 
n = g/2 (in which case we have only one type) 
n=(g-2)/2 and a=O. 
Of course, there exist trigonal coverings of genus g having exactly g total ramifi- 
cation points, but do there exist such coverings of both possibilities? On the 
other hand, if g is odd, we have only one possibility namely n = (g - 1)/2 and 
a = 0 and there exist such trigonal curves of genus g - namely each one having 
exactly g total ramification points. 
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It becomes even more difficult for n = g - 1. If g is even, then we have two 
possibilities, i.e. 
n=(g-2)/2 and o=O 
n=g/2 
but for g odd, we have three possibilities, namely 
n=(g-3)/2 and a=0 
n=(g-1)/2 and a=0 and also 
n=(g-1)/2 and o=l. 
Hence, in the odd genus case, even if we can prove that there exist trigonal 
curves of genus g of the (g - 1)/2-th kind having exactly g - 1 total ramification 
points, we still have to prove whether there exist such curves for each possibility 
of 0. 
This problem is completely solved in the next 0. 
5 5 EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
The main result of this section is the following Theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let gtzZ,s and let n,a~Z such that (g-1)/3sn<g/2 and 
0 5 a I g + 2. If n = g/2, then there exists a smooth curve C of genus g and a 
trigonal covering f: C-+lP’ with n(f) = n and t(J) = a. Let cr E Z with 
0 I B I 3n -g + 1. If n #g/2 and a 5 2n + 3 - 0, then there exists a smooth curve 
C of genus g and a trigonal covering f : C-t IP’ with n(J) = n, t(f) = a and 
t(zz)Cf) = cr. 
To prove Theorem 5.1, we use Theorem 4.1 and the “intersection-dimension 
formula” (see 6 1). We start by making some constructions. At first, we assume 
that n z g/2. 
Let < E Zz3 and let M=M,,r be the fine moduli space of the smooth curves 
of genus g with a level-<-structure. Let p:X-+M be the associated universal 
family of smooth curves. Let HOMs@) be the functor from the category of 
quasi-projective M-spaces to the category of sets defined as follows. If @ : S-+M 
is a quasi-projective M-space, then 
(HOM,(p))(@) = {f: S x ,X*Sx Ip’ : f is an S-morphism and for 
each t E S, the morphism ft is surjective and has degree 3). 
This functor is represented by a quasi-projective M-space (see [4]) which we 
denote by 
and for the associated universal morphism, we write 
F:H,xMX+H,xP1. 
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We use 
p,:H,x,X-+H,; pz:H,x,X-+X, p3:H3x fP’-+H, and 
p4:H3x lP’+P’ 
to denote the natural projection morphisms. 
LEMMA 5.2. H3 is smooth of dimension 2g + 4. 
PROOF. Let C be a smooth curve of genus g and let f: C+ IP’ be a morphism 
of degree 3. Let x be a point on H3 such that F, =f. Let Nf be the cokernel of 
Tc+f*(Tpl), hence one has an exact sequence 
O-T,-+f *(TP+Nf+O. 
It is proved in [6] that T,(H,) is - as a Gvectorspace - isomorphic to 
H”(C, Nf), hence 
dimo(T,(Hs)) =2g+ 4. 
Moreover, because H’(C, Nf) =O, there is no obstruction, hence H3 is a 
smooth quasi-projective space of dimension 2g + 4. 
REMARK 5.3. The isomorphism H’(C, Nf)= Tx(H3) is given as follows. Let 
A = a=[~]/(&~). A tangent vector u E Tx(H3) corresponds to a deformation yof 
f over Spec(A). Hence there exists a deformation C+Spec(A) of C and a 
Spec(A)-morphism y: 6;--+ /PA such that A =f (x is the closed point of Spec(A)). 
Let U, and 17, be affine open subsets of C with local parameter t, resp. ta. Let 
V, and Vfi be affine open subsets of IP’ with local parameter z, resp. zs and 
assume that f(Ua)c I’, and f(U,)c Vb. Let f locally be given by z, = I,Y,(~,) 
and zD= u/a<tp) with va and va regular functions. On U,n UP (resp. I’,fl VP) 
we have that t, =fa,a(ts) (resp. z, = g,,&$) wherefa,,8 (resp. g,8) are nowhere 
vanishing regular functions on U,fl Ub (resp. V, fl VP). Let Uaie = U, x Spec(A) 
and UD,, = Us x Spec(A). Assume that the transition functions of C are given 
by ta =f,,&) + eb,&tb) =.f&(@ and that fl is locally given by z, = ty,(t,) + 
+ q&J = 9,(&J and q = v&d + qdt~) = P&J. Because g&P&)) = 
= t,?.a&,8(tp)), one has that (~g,,a/&& = a, + (&,vn/dt,)ba,p. On U,rl Up one 
has that 
a, - (waz,) - a/j - (a/&,) = - df(b,y (am)), 
hence, @-,.@/a~& U,) defines an element of H”(C, Nf). This is the so-called 
Horikawa-class off which gives rise to the isomorphism mentioned above. 
Now, let D = {XE H3 x Ip’ : F- ‘(x) consists of exactly one point}. Because of 
the Specialization Principle (see e.g. [14], (3.25)), it is a Zariski-closed subset 
of H3 x iP’. Let R =F-l(D). One has that 
xczpz(R) if and only if 
x is a total ramification point of some trigonal covering 
f :x,(,)4. 
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Also, one has 
xepr(R) if and only if 
F, has a total ramification point. 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let C be a smooth curve of genus g and let f: C-t Ip’ be a 
trigonal covering. We say thatfis a trigonal Weierstrass covering if tdf) # 0 and 
we say that f is a trigonal simple Weierstrass covering if t(j) = 1. 
In particular, 
pr (R) = (x E Hs : F, is a trigonal Weierstrass covering}. 
Let H’= {x~ H3 : F, is a trigonal simple Weierstrass covering}. Because of 
E. Arbarello’s results (see [l], (2.3)), one has that H’ is equidimensional of 
dimension 2g + 3. Moreover, because of a remark in [l] - (3.4) - one can 
conclude that R is the Zariski-closure of (PI)- ‘(H’)fl R and both R and D are 
equidimensional with 
(5.1) dim(R) = dim(D) = 2g + 3. 
Let p’:D-+ Ip’ be the restriction of p4 to D. For XE P’, let 
D(x) = Q’)-‘(x); R(x) = F-@(x)) and H(x) =p,(R(x)). 
For te:Z,,, let (P’)(‘) be the t-th symmetric product of IP’ and let 
Ll,={DE(lP’)(‘): #(Supp(D))<t}. 
For x,+...+x,~(IP’)(‘)\d~, let 
H(x, + . . . +x,)= n{H(x,):l<iSt). 
LEMMA 5.5. Let A be an irreducible component of H(x, + . . . +xJ, then 
dim(A) 2 2g + 4 - 2t. 
PROOF. ‘Because of (5.1), H(x) is equidimensional of dimension 2g+2 for 
each XE P’. Moreover H3 is smooth of dimension 2g+ 4, hence because of the 
intersection-dimension formula, the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 5.6. H(x, + . . . +xJ is smooth and equidimensional of dimension 
2g+4-2t. 
PROOF. Let f: C+ Ip’ be the morphism corresponding to some point x of 
H(x, f . . . +x,) - i.e. f = F,. For 1 sir t, let (4i) =f-‘(x;). We use the nota- 
tions of Remark 5.3. Assume that qie U,n UP such that qi corresponds to 
t, = tp = 0. Then tp/,(t,) = &p.,(t,) = za and t,vp(tp) = ti$@,&) = za. It follows that 
df(iVat,) = tz(3t,va+ t,~&)(a/&,). Hence T,+f *(T,l) induces an injection 
Tc+f*(TP1)( -2q, - . . . -2q,). Let N’(ql, . . . . qt) be the cokernel sheaf - i.e. 
there exists an exact sequence 
0-t Tc-+.j-*(TP~)( - 2q, - . . . -2q,)+Nf(q1, . . . . qt)+O. 
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One has that u E T,(H(x, + , . . + q)) if and only if there exists c, E C such that 
lp.,(C,E) = (aJp&3t,)(c,&) = (aZl&&)(ca&) = 0. 
We prove that u E T,(N(xi + . . . + xl)) if and only if a,(O) = a;(O) = 0. Because 
w,(O) = w;(O) = y:(O) = 0, we have that Q,(c,E) =&a,(O), @@,/t,)(c,e) =&a;(O) 
and (a21&Jat:>(caE> = &((v/$(O)C,/3) + a;(o)). Hence, if ~Jw) = 
= (&,?/~Y,)(c,E) =0, then a,(O) =ah(O) = 0. On the other hand, if a,(O) = 
= a;(O) = 0 then, because t&‘(O) # 0, we take c, = 3a;E(O)/&‘(O). 
Hence, u E T,(H(x, + . . . +q)) if and only if there exist rational functions &a 
and CD - regular in qi - such that a, = tj& and aP = t&. The Horikawa-class 
cl(u) of o is given by (t~fiJa/&,), U,). Moreover, on U,fl U, we have that 
t~&(U&,) - &#/&$ = - df(b,,(a/&,)). Because t;‘( - o’f(b&a/dt,))) E 
E r(U, fl UP, f *( T,I)( - 2qi)), (6&l/&$, U,) gives rise to an element of 
fmJy(41, *-,qr)). Because Hoc, +(41 3 * * *, qt)) c How, NJ) and 
h0(Nf(41, --*, qr))=2g+4-2t, one has that dim( T’(H(xi + . . . + xt))) 5 
5 2g + 4 - 2t. Hence, because of Lemma 5.5, this lemma follows. 
Let n~Z,i and let 
H3(n)={x~H3:Fx is of the n-th kind}. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. H3(n) is a Zariski-open subset of some Zariski-closed 
subset of Hs. If A is an irreducible component of Hs(n), then dim(A)> 
zg+2n+5. 
PROOF. Consider the diagram 
H3x,x 
F 
+H,xlP’ 
\ / 
Let M= F*(OH3x,~(1)). For XEH~, one has that M(x) = (F,)*(Op(l)). Because 
of Clifford’s Theorem (see [5], Chapter IV, Theorem 5.4), a curve of genus 
g>3 does not have a linear system g$, hence h”(A4(x))=2. Because of 
Grauert’s Theorem (see [5], Chapter III, Corollary 12.9), @J,)*(M) is a locally 
free 0 (H,j-Module of rank 2. In particular, because of the Base Change 
Theorem (see [5], Chapter III, Theorem 12.11), one has that 
(5.2) (CA) *mf))(~) ~ff”m)- ‘(49 jw4). 
From now on - for x E H3 - let g, be the linear system on C,= @i)-‘(x) 
associated to F,. Assume that g, is of the n-th kind. One has that jng,l is 
special (see Remark 2.8) hence I(@+ l)g,) =n+3 (see Corollary 2.7). Also, 
because of Corollary 2.7, if XEH~ such that g, is of the m-th kind with m<n, 
then I((n+ l)g,)>n+3 and if m>n, then l((n+ l)gX)=n+2<n+3. Hence 
H,(n)={x~H~:h~(M@‘(“+~)(x))=n+3}. 
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For rn~Z,r, let 
A n,m=(XEH3:ho(M~(“+‘)(x))lm}. 
Because of the Semicontinuity Theorem (see [5], Chapter III, Theorem 12.8), 
the sets A,, are Zariski-closed subsets of Hs. Because 
f5309=4.+3 \An,n+dr 
the set H3(n) is a Zariski-open subset of some Zariski-closed subset. 
Assume that x E Hs(n) and let Y be an irreducible component of A,, +3 
containing x. Then YnH,(n) is an irreducible component Y’ of H3(n) con- 
taining x and 
(5.3) dim( Y’) = dim(Y). 
Let F= &)+(M @@+ ‘)) We are going to use the following lemma. . 
LEMMA 5.8. Let p:X-+S be a smooth family of curves of genus g and let L 
be an invertible sheaf on X. Let s E S and let I= h’(L(s)) and i = h ‘(L(s)). There 
exist an affine neighbourhood U= Spec(A) of s on S, two free A-modules K” 
and K’ of rank resp. 1 and i and an A-module-homomorphism a:K’+K’ such 
that - for each morphism #: V+ U between affine sets the following holds: 
H’(Xx uKLv)=ker(a@Ar(l/, Or,)). 
PROOF. It follows from [ 131, Chapter V. See also [2], Lemma (1.4). 
CONTINUATIONOFTHEPROOFOFPROPOSITION (5.7). We use Lemma 5.8 for 
p=pz, L=M@(“+‘) and s=x - hence l=n+3 and i=g-2n-1. The A- 
module-homomorphism gives rise to a morphism E:$-+$ of free OU- 
Modules. One has that 
A ,,.+3nu={tEu:~(t)=0}. 
Hence, a lower bound for the dimension of every irreducible component of 
A n,n+3 can be obtained from this description. But, for each t E An,n+3 fl U, one 
already has that (A2(di))(t) =O. Hence the bound will not be as sharp as 
possible. Therefore, we are going to modify &. 
Let B=T(@,)-l(U), OXX,cH,,) and let t: A-+B be the ringhomomorphism 
induced by pl. By shrinking U if necessary, we can assume that there exists 
an A-module N and a free A-module Q of rank 2 such that N= F lU and 
Q=ctP,)*Gwh. The homomorphism z induces an A-module- 
homomorphism 
r: @‘J+‘(Q)-) @;+‘(Q) 
and there exists a natural B-module-homomorphism 
y’: @;+‘(Q)-N. 
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Let y = y’or. Because NE ker(a), we obtain an A-module-homomorphism 
/3: @~“(Q)-K” with im(P)c ker(a). 
Let (K’)‘=coker(p) and let a’: (K’)‘-fK’ be the induced A-module- 
homomorphism. We are going to prove that (3)’ is an invertible OLI-Module 
and for t E U, we have that 
h”(M@““+“(t)) - (n + 2) = dim(ker((c?)(t))). 
In particular 
A .,,+3nu=(tEU:(~)(t)=0). 
For each t E U, we have a commutative diagram 
<O~+‘(QNOz&W j4t, ’ m3‘4a=(t) 
I 
(1) 
I 
(2) 
O”,’ ‘WO(Cr, ~(0)) (3) HO(C,, AC?@@ + ytjj 
where (1) is an isomorphism (5.2) and (3) has rank n + 2. Because NC+ gives 
rise to N@AC(t)+Ko@AC(tj and (2) gives rise to a factorization through an 
inclusion HO(C,, A4 @(“+‘)(t))CK”@AC(t) (Lemma 5.8), one has that rank 
(F(t)) = n + 2. Because I?‘(t) = coker(/?(t)), one has that dim$‘(t)) = 1. Using 
Nakayama’s Lemma (see [12], Souped-up version I) we obtain that K’jl is an 
invertible Ou-Module. 
Because U is a smooth quasi-projective space of dimension 2g + 4 (Lemma 
5.2) one has - for an irreducible component Y of A,, + 3 n U - that 
dim(Y)>(2g+4)-(g-2n-l)=g+2n+5. 
This completes the proof of this proposition. 
For xi+... +x,~(P’)@)\d,, let H(x,+...+x,)(n)=H(x,+...+x,)~H,(n), 
i.e. 
H(x, + . . . +xt)(n) = {xEH~ : F, is of the n-th kind and 
#((Fx)-l(xi))=l for each lsist}. 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let A be an irreducible component of H(xi + . . . +x&n). 
One has that 
dim(A)rg+2n+5-2t. 
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.7 using the inter- 
section-dimension formula (see 8 1) on the smooth quasi-projective space Hs 
of dimension 2g + 4 (Lemma 5.2). 
We are ready now to prove a part of Theorem 5.1. 
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THEOREM 5.1A. Let geZ,, and let FEZ with (g- 1)/3<n<g/2. Let aeZ 
with 0 5 a I 2n + 2. There exists a trigonal covering f : C+ P1 with C a smooth 
curve of genus g such that f is of the n-th kind and tCf)=a. 
PROOF. Let Xr + . . . +x,+zE(lpl)(g+2)\dg+2. Let XEH(Xt + . . . +x,+,)(n). 
Such a point exists because of Theorem 3.4. Let A be an irreducible component 
of H,(n) with x E A. Let A = A,. We construct irreducible closed subsets of A 
- namely Ao>...>A,+2 - by induction. Let 0 5 f <g + 2 and assume that 
A03 . . . >A, is constructed. Then A,, 1 is an irreducible component of 
A,fW(xl + ..e +x~+~ ) with xeAI+ t. Because of Corollary 5.9, we have that 
(5.4) dim(A,)>g+2n+5-2t 
for each 0 5 t (g + 2. Because of Theorem (4. l), one has that 
x1+...+x2n+3+y2n+4+... +yg+2E(P’)(g+2)\A ) g-+2 
hence 
(5.5) dim(A2n+3)(g-2n- 1. 
For 0 I t I 2n + 2, let et E Z,e be defined by 
(5.6) dim(A,)=g+2n+5-2t+&,. 
Because H(xt + . . . +xJ is smooth of dimension 2g + 4 - 2t (see Lemma 5.6) 
and because A2n+3 is an irreducible component of the intersection of A, and 
H(X, + . . . +X2n+3 ) - both algebraic subsets of H(x, + . . . fx,) - the inter- 
section-dimension formula (see Q 1) gives us 
1 
dim(A2,+,)r(g+2n+5-2t+s,)+(2g+4-4n-6)- 
(5.7) 
-(2g+4-2t)=g-2n-l+&,. 
Combining (5.5) and (5.7) we obtain that et=O, hence 
(5.8) dim(A,)=g+2n+5-2t for 01ts2n+3. 
We prove now that - for 05 t 5 2n+ 2 -F,, for z a general point of A,, has 
exactly t total ramification points. Let D, = (A, x P’) nD - i.e. D, is the closed 
subset of A, x IP’ defined by 
(z, y) ED, if and only if z E H(y). 
Let rrl :D,+A, (resp. 7r2:Dt-+ IF”) be the restriction of p3 (resp. p4) to D,. 
Because of the Main Theorem of Elimination Theory, P’ is complete hence 7cr 
is a closed morphism (see [14], (2.23)). Hence, if 2 is an irreducible component 
of D, dominating A,, then nl(Z)=AA. Let t+ 1 si<g+2. Because of (5.8) and 
(5.9), the dimension of each irreducible component of (nz)- ‘(xi) containing 
(x, xi) is equal to g + 2n + 3 - 2t. Assume that 2 is an irreducible component of 
D, dominating A, such that rc2(Z) ct (x1, . . . ,q}. At first, if nz(Z) = {c} with 
CEP’\{Xl , . . . , q}, then, because rrl(Z) = At, one has that (x, c) EQ. Hence F, 
has to be ramified over c, hence c E {xi+ r, . . . ,x~+~}. We can assume that 
c=xr+,, which would imply that A, =A,+ r. This is a contradiction to (5.8) and 
(5.9). Hence Z dominates IP’. Let c be a point of IP’. Because dim(Z)= 
=g+ 2n + 5 - 2t, one has that each irreducible component of (n&‘(c)flZ 
- if non-empty - has dimension g + 2n + 4 - 2t. Hence for t + 1 I isg + 2, 
there exists no irreducible component of (7t2)-‘(xi) nZ containing (x,x,). 
Because nr(2) =At, there exists 1 I qr t such that (x,x,) E Z. Assume that 
q=l. 
Let T be an irreducible curve on Z such that (x,x1) E T and nz(T) # {x1}. Let 
u: T- T be the normalization of T and let a E F be such that v(a) = (x,x1). The 
restrictions of rcr and 7c2 to T give rise to 
Consider the morphism E: Fx,,X+ TX fP’ induced by F. Both Fx,~X and 
TX IP’ are smooth. Let d be the discriminant divisor of F. For 15 is t, one 
has that d-2(Fx {xi}) is effective. Moreover, lu2 gives rise to a section 
6: F+ F’x Ip’ and because of the construction, D-20@) is effective. 
Moreover, cr(~)QU(~~{x~}:l~i~t). But (~,x~)EcT(~), hence the multi- 
plicity of B at (a,xr) is at least 4. This is a contradiction with deg(F)=3. 
We conclude that there is no irreducible component Z of D, which domi- 
nates A, unless Z=A, x {xi} for 1 <is t. Let 0; be the closure of D, \ U 
U (A, x {xi} : 1 I is t). Then 7r2(D;) is the Zariski closure of A; with 
A;=(z~A~:3c~IPl\(x,,...,x~} such that z~H(xr+...+x~+c)}. 
One has that the Zariski closure of A; is different from A,. Let ZE A, \ A;, 
then t(F,) = t. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1A. 
From the proof of Theorem 5. lA, it follows that - for n #g/2 - there exists 
an irreducible component A of H,(n) of dimension g+ 2n + 5 ((5.8) with t =O). 
Assume that g=2m with m EZ,~. Because nlm - 1 if n #g/2, one has that 
dim(A) 5 2g + 3. In particular A #Hs - because of Lemma 5.2. Hence, using 
the Semicontinuity Theorem as in the proof of Proposition 5.7, one obtains 
that 
is a non-empty Zariski-open subset of Ii,. For t E 7 with 0s t<g + 2 let 
H,[t] ={z~H~:t(F,)2t}. If, for some Ost<g+2, one has that H,[t]nU#B, 
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then there exists z EH~ such that t(F,) = t and n(F,) = m. But, because of 
Theorem 3.4, UfW,[g+ 2]#0, hence the following part of Theorem 5.1 
follows. 
THEOREM 5.1B. Assume that g is even and let ae:Z with OzSarg+2. There 
exist a smooth curve C of genus g and a trigonal covering f : C+ P1 such that 
n(j) = g/2 and t(f) = a. 
Let aEZzl and let p@):X@)-+M be the a-th symmetric product of p (see 
[7]). Let D,cX@)X~X be the universal divisor. Let xl+ . . . +x,~(lP’)(‘)\d~ 
and defineA; C H(x, + . . . + xt) x MX(4) by 
(z,D)EA,” if and only if l(mg:+D)=2g-3n-l+a 
where gi is the linear system on @r)-‘(z) associated to F, and m =g - n - 1 
(compare this with Notation 2.10). 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Ai is a Zariski-open subset of some Zariski-closed subset 
of H(x, + . . . + x,) x ‘Q-x@) and if B is an irreducible component of Ai then 
dim(B)rg+2n+5-2t. 
PROOF. Let P be the restriction of F to H(xr + . . . +xt) x MX and let 
M=P(O Ho;,+,,,+x,)xP~(l)). Consider the diagram 
H(x, + . . . +a x,x 
(H(x, + . . . + Xi) x &fX@)) x &fx 
Pla) <x@lxMx 
H(x, + . . . +“x,, x MX(4). 
Let L = (~~(hf))~“@o~(O(D,)). For r E Z,o, let 
B,= {z~H(x~ + . . . + XJ x MX(4) : hO(L(z)) 2 r-1. 
Because of the Semicontinuity Theorem, B, is a Zariski-closed subset of 
H(x1+ . . . +x,)x,X@. Because A,=B2g-3n+a-1 \B2g-3n+a, A, is a Zariski- 
open subset of a Zariski-closed subset of H(x, + . . . +x,) x MX(a). 
Let M’= o:(M). One has that @I”‘) &VI’) is a locally free O,, + ,., +Q XMX~~~- 
Module of rank 2 (Grauert’s Theorem) and for z E H(x, + . . . + XJ x MX(a), one 
has that ((py)) *(M’))(z) = Ho(@))- l(z), M’(z)) (Base Change Theorem). 
Let F = @?I) ,(L) and let x E A n. One has that h”(L(x)) = 2g - 3n + a - 1 and 
h’@(x)) = 1. Because of Lemma 5.8, there exist an affine neighbourhood 
U= Spec(A) of x on H(xr + . . . + xt) x MX(‘), two free A-modules K” and K’ of 
rank resp. 2g- 3n + a - 1 and 1 and an A-module-homomorphism a:K’+K’ 
such that - for each morphism @: T/-t U between affine sets, the following 
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holds: 
H”(V,Fv)z ker(aOAr(K 0,)). 
One has that 
B2g-3n+a-l nU=(zE u:a~Ac(z)=o}. 
By shrinking U if necessary, we can assume that there exist A-modules N and 
N, and a free A-module Q of rank 2 such that fi= F 1 LI, & = ((py’) *(M’))I U and 
4 = (@I”‘) *~~z*(O(QJ)))I 0. L e nl ENS defining D,I@~I)-I(~). Let t 
B=~~~))-l(U),O(~(x,+...+x,)x,~(~))x,~). 
Let r :A +B be the ringhomomorphism induced by pf). The homomorphism r 
induces an A-module-homomorphism 
r: @A”(Q)+ @e”(Q). 
Moreover, there exists a natural B-module-homomorphism 
y’: @~(Q)‘N:z+z@n, 
(here z@nt is the element of N obtained from z@nt). Let y= y’or. Because 
NG ker(a), we obtain an A-module-homomorphism 
p: @z(Q)-+K” with im(P) c ker(a). 
Let K”‘= coker(p) and let a’:K”--+K’ be the induced A-module-homo- 
morphism. Repeating the arguments used in the proof of Proposition 5.7, one 
shows that 3’ is a locally free OU-Module of rank g- 2n + a- 1 and 
B2g-3n+a-1 (l U= {ZE U:(X’@~C(Z) =O}. But U is a smooth quasi-projective 
space of dimension 2g + 4 - 2t + a because H(x, + . . . + xt) is smooth of dimen- 
sion 2g+4-2t (see Lemma 5.6) and p (af:X(a)-+M is relative smooth of 
dimension a. Hence, if B is an irreducible component of B2g-3n+a- t fl U, then 
LEMMA 5.11. Assume that II #g/2. Then Ai tl (H(x, + . . . + xt)(n) x MXca)) is a 
Zariski-open subset of Ai. 
PROOF. We use the notations used in the proof of Proposition 5.10. Let 
ZEA,“. Because I@(z)) = 2g - 3n + a - 1, one has that /z”((M’)@“(z)) 2 
2 2g - 3n - 1. From Corollary 2.7, it follows that 
zEH(xl+ . . . +x,)(n) x MX(a) if and only if h”((ZU’)@“(z)) = 2g - 3n - 1. 
Let T= {z~H(x, + . . . +xt) xMX@): h”((M’)o”(z)) 2 2g - 3n). Because of the 
Semicontinuity Theorem, this is a Zariski-closed subset of 
H(x, + . . . + xt) x &TP. 
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But 
which proves this lemma. 
Let A’(n): = (H(x, + . . . +x,)(n) x,X@‘)nA~. 
COROLLARY 5.12. A’(n) is a Zariski-open subset of some Zariski-closed 
subset of H(x, + . . . + .xJ x MX@) and if B is an irreducible component of A’(n), 
then 
dim(B)rg+2n+5%2t. 
PROOF. This follows from Proposition 5.10 and Lemma 5.11. 
REMARK 5.13. Let (z, 0) E H(x, + . . , + xt)(n) x MX(a) and let gz be the linear 
system associated to F,. One has that dim(lKcz- mg,l) =0 (Notation 2.10). 
Let {E,) = I&,-- mg,l. One has that 
(z,D) GA(~) if and only if E,--DzO. 
In particular, if a 5 t and D =x1 + . . . + x,, then x1, . . . s x, are total ramification 
points of F, of type II (Proposition 2.14). 
Let H’=H(xr + . . . +x,)(n) and consider the morphism induced by F 
F”’ : (H’ x MX(a)) x &Y+ (H’ x MXca)) x IPI. 
Then F(,n)(aT(D,)) is a divisor on Ip ’ over H’ x ,X(‘) which induces a morphism 
Let @,:Aa(n)-+(P1)(n) be the restriction of @A to A’(n). For pi + . . . +pa~ (iP’)@), 
let A’(n)(p, + . . . +~,)=(@;)-~(p~ + . . . +p,). Because of Corollary 5.12, one 
has that - for each irreducible component B of A,@, + . . . +p,) - 
(5.10) dim(B)rg+2n+5-2t-a. 
For x1+... +x,E(IP’)(‘)\A, and aeZ with lsast, we define 
H(x, + . . . +x0; +x,+1 + “.. +x,)(n)=(zEH3:ZEH(xl + . . . +x,)(n) 
and (F,)- ‘(Xi) is a total ramification point of type II of F, for 
1 siia}. 
Because of the above considerations and (5.10), the following proposition 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 5.14. Let B be an irreducible component of 
H(Xl + . . . +x,; +x,+1 + . . . +x&q. 
One has that 
dim(B)zg+2n+5-2t-a. 
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PROOF. Indeed, because of Remark 5.13, we have that 
H(x, + . . . +x0; +x,+1 + . . . +x,)(n)x {x, + . . . +x,} =AU(n)(x, + . . . +x0). 
We are ready now to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.1C. Let gEZz3 and let neZ with (g-1)/3sn<g/2. Let OEZ 
with I<o<3n--g+l and let QEZ with a<ar2n+2-o. There exists a 
smooth curve C of genus g and a trigonal covering f: C-tip’ such that 
n(j) = n, t(J) = a and t(11)df) = 6. 
PROOF. Let xi+...+~,+~~(lpi)(~+~)\d~+~ and let x~H(xi+...+x,,;+ 
+x,+1 + . . . +xg+2 )(n). Such a point exists because of Theorem 3.4. For 
astcg+2, let H;=H(x,+ . . . +x,)(n) and let A;;H(x, + . . . +x,; +x,+i + 
+ . . . +x&n). Let B be an irreducible component of A;, then 
(5.11) dim(B)rg+2n+5-2t-o 
because of Proposition 5.14. Let 2 be an irreducible component of Ah con- 
taining x. Let Z,=Z. We construct irreducible closed subsets of Z - namely 
z=z,>z,+~> . . . >z,+2 - by induction as follows. Let 05 t <g + 2 and 
assume that Z,>Z,+ i > . . . >Z, is constructed. Then Z,, i is an irreducible 
component of Z,flH(xi + .., +++r) containing x. Because of Proposition 
5.14, we have that 
(5.12) dim(Z,)zg+2n-2t+5-a 
for each 05 tsg + 2. Because of Theorem 4.1, we have that 
Z 2n+3-c~C u(f& + --. +x,; +x,+1 + a.0 +XZn+3-g+Y2n+4-0+ 
+ . . . +yg+2):x1 + . . . +X2n+3-a+Y2n+4-o+**.+Yg+2E 
E(iP’)(g+2)\Ll } g+2 f 
hence 
(5.13) dim(Z2n+3--b)lg- l-2n+a. 
For astrg+2, let E~EZ,~ be defined by 
(5.14) dim(Z,)=g+2n-2t+5-a+&,. 
Assume that t 5 2n + 3 - cr. Because H(x, + . . . +.q) is smooth of dimension 
2g + 4 - 2t (Lemma 5.6) and because Z2, + 3 - O is an irreducible component of 
z,nzqx, + . . . +X2n+3-o) - an intersection of irreducible locally closed 
subsets of H(xi + . . . + xt) - the dimension-intersection formula (see 0 1) on 
H(x1+ . . . +xt) gives us that 
(5.15) 
dim(Z2z,+3-cr)z(g+2n+5-2t-a+q)+(2g-2-4n+2cr)- 
-(2g+4-2t)=g-2?2- 1 +(T+&,. 
Combining (5.13) and (5.15) one finds that E, = 0, hence 
(5.16) dim(Z,)=g+2n-2f+5-a 
for oIt52n+3-a. 
Next, we prove that for a general point z on Z,, one has that t(F,) = t. Let 
D,=(Z,XP’)nD - i.e. 
(2, u) ED, if and only if z E Z, fl H(JJ). 
Let 7r2 be the restriction to D, of p4. Let t+ 1 lilg+ 2. Because of (5.16), the 
dimension of each irreducible component of (n2)-‘(xi) containing (x,xi) is 
equal to g+ 2n - 2t + 3 -o. Let z1 be the restriction to D, of p3. This is a 
projective morphism - hence closed. As it is done in the proof of Theorem 
5. IA, one can prove that there exists no irreducible component Z of D, 
dominating Z, such that 7r2(Z) Q {x1, . . . ,xt}. Let 0; be the closure of 
D, \ U {Z, X (xi} : 1 I is t} . Then nr (0;) is a closed subset of Z, with 
nl(D;)#ZZt. Let U,= Z, \ nr(D;). This is a non-empty Zariski-open subset of 
Z,. For ZE U, one has that t(F,) = t. Moreover, because ZE Z,, one has that 
n(F,) = ~1. Also, using (5.16), one proves that, if z is a general point of Z, such 
that Fz has only total ramification points over x1, . . . ,x, then those are not of 
type II for o+ 1 <ii t. Hence, t(ll)(F,) = CJ. This completes the proofs of 
Theorem 5.1C and Theorem 5.1. 
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